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Substrate AI continues to acquire new business with 
which to accelerate its growth potential, backed by  
the power of its proprietary Artificial Intelligence 
algorithms. 

Since our 24th January 2023 Research Note, 
Substrate AI has announced 4 new acquisitions for 
a combined price tag of €14 million (all paid in 
Ordinary and B shares). They come to reinforce 
existing AI, Medtech, HRTech and AgroTech 
verticals with growth and cost synergies.  

We now estimate 2024 Turnover and Ebitda (cash) 
of €14.6 (vs €8.0) million and €1.2 (vs €0.2) million. 

1H23 results showed an increase of 44% in 
Turnover to €1.8 million and and Ebitda (cash) loss 
of €0.8 million (vs a loss of €1.2 million in 1H22). 
With recent acquisitions and improving margins 
trends, we expect 2023 to finish with Turnover of 
€5.5 million and Ebitda (cash) loss of €2.4 million.  

Substrate AI has raised €5.3 million through 
Convertible Bonds (all have been converted into 
Ordinary Shares) during 2022 and 2023. A further 
€1 million (into B shares) has been raised through 
loan conversions.  

Substrate AI maintains a strong financial position 
with financial debts of €2.2 million (56% long-term) 
and a cash position of €1 million. 

We maintain our BUY recommendation and we 
introduce a new price target of €1.00 (vs €1.35) 
per share, as an adjustment for the new share 
issues. Our valuation rests on our very high 
expectations for future sales and profit growth, 
discounted by a WACC of 14%. 

Price (4pm 17/11/23): Ord. €0.20

Ticker: SAI.MC

Target Price (12-18 m): €1.00 

Trading data 

This report was written by Checkpoint Partners (España) S.L.U.                                        *Date of publication and elaboration of this report
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Weaknesses Threats

Exposed to inorganic growth with the 
risks that it entails. Substrate AI partly 
depends on the stock market and credit 
markets to obtain the financial resources 
it needs.

Presence of large, well-established and 
well-capitalized companies may present 
a compeBBve threat in each of the 
markets where they operate.

Geographical concentraBon, most of its 
sales are in Spain.

Future capital increases to finance 
inorganic growth, which may dilute the 
shareholder.

Rapid growth via acquisiBons stretches 
the current management team to 
coordinate an increasingly complex 
organizaBon

ArBficial Intelligence is a hot topic the 
world over and compeBBon for talent 
remains strong, which may place 
smaller companies at a disadvantage.

Strengths Opportuni2es

Their core asset is a proprietary Biology-
Inspired next generaBon AI technology, 
developed by one of the founders and 
CTO, Bren Worth, alongside the 
Rensselaer Polytechnic InsBtute in NY.

Expected strong sales growth rate of 
166% and 34% in 2024 ands 2025. Their 
ArBficial Intelligence algorithms and 
teams of IT engineers are well placed to 
support each of the business lines.

A diversified porWolio of companies 
organized into six different verBcals, 
reducing their exposure to a parBcular 
sector the economy.

Value creaBon through inorganic 
growth. By acquiring companies that 
are into or can benefit from AI, 
Substrate AI stands to create criBcal 
mass.

Its smaller size gives it the agility to move 
more quickly in the commercial field and 
in the execuBon of projects.

Spain is emerging as a country with a 
high degree of digital talent, where 
Substrate AI is perfectly posiBoned in 
the short, medium and long term.

A strong management team with a track 
record for creaBng value for 
shareholders.

Possibility of being acquired. ArBficial 
Intelligence is on the rise and larger 
companies are looking to acquire talent 
and market share.

Access to capital though a €20 million 
commi\ed line of converBble bonds, of 
which 25% has already been used.
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Four acquisitions to accelerate Substrate AI growth potential in 
2024 

Substrate has continued in 2023 to strengthen its AI-led business model through four 
acquisitions for €14.5 million (in Ord. and B shares). This is on top of the 2022 
acquisitions of Summon Press, 4D Medical, and Intefi for a combined €7.5 million 
and the funding of Start-Up operations in the AgroTech side (BoalVet) and Energy 
(Airen AI) verticals. 

Due to these years' acquisitions, our Turnover estimates of the combined businesses 
will almost double in 2024 to €14.6 million (vs. the prior estimate of €8 million). The 
main idea behind the build-up strategy is to introduce artificial intelligence (AI) to 
businesses that can benefit from its implementation, such as AgriTech, HR, financial 
services, medical imaging, and energy management. 

A brief description of the four 2023 acquisitions: 

1. Binit Group (70% - €6 million in Ord. And B shares) 

 A software development company with over 100 employees (two-thirds based 
in low-cost Latin America), an expected turnover of €3 million (as per the 
press release), and EBITDA of €300k brings a complementary set of skills to 
the Artificial Intelligence division. The acquisition was announced and 
completed in November 2023. 

Binit Group verticals 

Source: Binit 

The Latin American footprint brings lower costs with the specialization, among 
others, in Agro and Healthcare, coming to complement the existing verticals.   
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A further rationale for this acquisition is the synergies. In 2023, Substrate AI 
subcontracted an estimated €1.2 million of software development work to third 
parties, of which the Binit team can now handle a good portion. 

2. PSVET (100% - €1.2 million in Ord. And B shares) 

A Veterinary consultancy company specializing in milk quality and 
certification, with a presence in Galicia and Portugal. Substrate Ai estimates 
(as per the press release) a turnover of €230k and an EBITDA of €40k. 

The core of its services relates to dairy quality control of high-production 
cows, both from the hygienic point of view of health for human consumption 
and to preserve the udder's health and the cows' general condition. 

PSVET services portfolio 

  Source: PSVET 

PSVET has an established customer base, complementary to the 90% owned 
Boalvet, providing an expanded platform for the sale of AI solutions in 
livestock farming. 

3. IFit Solutions (Yamro Holdings) (100% - US$4.6 million in Ord. And B 
shares) 

IFIT Solutions is a London-based recruitment consultancy specializing in 
Finance, IT, and HR with operations in Europe (UL and Spain) and America 
(US, Mexico, and Costa Rica). In their press release, Substrata AI estimates 
revenues of €4 million and EBITDA of €400k during the first 12 months 
following the acquisition. 
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IFit Solutions will continue to be managed by its current team, led by Yann 
Roche (CEO). They will bring together all operations related to Artificial 
Intelligence (AI) applications in the world of Human Resources that their 
existing HR services subsidiary, Fleebe, is currently developing. 

IFit Solutions services portfolio 

Source: IFit 

4. Equipos hospitalarios (100% - 2.6 million in Old. And B shares)  

Equipos Hospitalarios sells a range of third-party medical imaging equipment 
for hospitals and veterinary clinics and has a consolidated customer base 
throughout Spain. In their press release, Substrate AI estimates this 
acquisition will bring an additional €500k in sales and €40k in EBITDA during 
the first 12 months following the acquisition to complement the existing 
medical equipment vertical (acquired in 2022). 

Equipos Hospitalarios will continue to be managed by its current management 
team and will be integrated into the 100% owned Diagximag. 
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Equipos Hospitalarios is a Master Dealer of Samsung medican imaging equiment 

       Source: Samsung 

With this new acquisition, Substrate AI strengthens its participation in medical 
imaging software solutions and represents a further step to expand its 
presence in the healthcare sector. 
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Our new forecasts continue to point towards solid sales growth in 
2024 and 2025

Source: Checkpoint Partners 

We look for Substrate AI to continue to grow on the back of acquisitions and the 
resulting organic growth that follows from introducing AI to the respective business 
models. As far as 2024 is concerned, the new acquisitions will add sales over €7 
million, while existing businesses are expected to grow organically in double digits. In 
2025, we are projecting growth of 30%, where we believe the power of their Artificial 
Intelligence can provide the means for accelerated growth rates. 

The Human Resources vertical will benefit from the IFit acquisition, a key 
area for expansion at Substrate AI. The management has US unicorn 
Eightfold AI to reference what can be done in Europe. This platform creates a 
bespoke, comprehensive talent network by aggregating internal and external 
data for an enterprise siloed across many solutions. Using artificial 
intelligence, the platform continuously learns from all the enterprises’ data, 
engagement, and decisions to predict future roles and career alternatives and 
support diversity and inclusion.

The AgriTech vertical remains a core element of Substrate AI growth 
strategy, as demonstrated by the addition of PSVet to the group in 2023. 
Spain is the EU's second-largest food producer, with a €110 billion 
contribution to its GDP in 2022. Artificial Intelligence is increasingly used to 
optimize farm yields, and Substrate AI wants to be at the forefront. We are 
anticipating growth rates of 90% and 80% for 2024 and 2025, respectively, 
partly because they are coming from a low base.

MedTech is another area well suited for Artificial Intelligence, where image 
recognition is increasingly becoming useful for physicians in providing a better 
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diagnostic yield with less time spent on each patient. Substrate AI strategy 
has been to acquire distribution business with established client bases 
(hospitals) where Artificial Intelligence solutions can be added to the product 
ordering. We expect 75% growth in 2024 (mainly from the 2023 acquisition of 
Equipos Hospitalarios) and 20% in 2025.

The Artificial Intelligence division, mainly created to serve existing business 
operations, has now changed into a third-party offering with the acquisition of 
IT services company BINIT. The synergies from the acquisition are twofold: 
one, it will provide an internal source of services previously being 
subcontracted to third parties, and two, it will provide a channel to offer AI-
related services to third parties. The expected 2024 results will be mostly 
made up of revenues from Binit, while we expect growth of 29% in 2025 as AI 
services become the area of growth for the overall division.

There have been no recent M&A moves in the FinTech vertical, and our 
forecast is related to the expected organic growth of the division. The same 
applies to the Energy vertical, where Substrate AI is looking to develop its 
business in the energy management side of things, whether its for Solar 
Panel farms or managing the energy equation of tertiary buildings (hotels, 
offices, industrial, etc).

Substrate AI is consolidating its position in the market as the only listed 
Venture Builder with Artificial Intelligence as the growth engine. By investing in 
small and energetic business ventures (with revenues and profits), it brings the 
advantages of entrepreneurial companies. It then compounds their potential 
with the latest advantages of Artificial Intelligence. 

We expect 2024 to be a transformational year for Substrate AI as its existing 
and new businesses enter operational profitability territory with an estimated 
EBITDA of €1.2 million for the year. We expect EBITDA growth to continue in 
2025 with an estimate of € 3.0 million.   
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PROFIT AND LOSS ACCOUNT 

Source: Substrate AI and Checkpoint estimates
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BALANCE SHEET 

Source: Substrate AI and Checkpoint estimates
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€5.3 million raised through Ordinary shares, issued via 
Convertible Bonds, to fund the growth of the business. 

20.4 million Ordinary shares (25% of the total) come from Convertible Bond issuance 
and conversion (11 tranches thus far), bringing a total of €5.3 million to fund 
operations between 2022 and 2023. 88% of Ordinary shares have been issued and 
converted in 2023. 

These 11 tranches of Convertible Bonds have triggered the issuance of 3 million of 
Ordinary Share Warrants at an average 20% premium to the share price prevailing at 
the date of the issue. When and if converted, the new shares could bring an 
estimated €1 million in new capital for SAI. 

Convertible Bond Program 

Alpha Blue Ocean (https://alphablueocean.com/) has fully committed €20,000,000 
Convertible Bond program (3-year duration) has the following characteristics:  

(1) Availability: first tranche of €1,000,000 or 2 first tranches of €500,000 each 
depending on the fulfillment of certain conditions precedent (already issued in 
2022), followed by 38 tranches of €500,000. Depending on the fulfillment of 
certain conditions precedent, the company may draw up to 5 tranches of 
500.000€ at a time.  

(2) Interest rate: 0%  

(3) Conversion price: 95% of the lowest weighted average share price in the 5 
trading sessions held before the date of application for conversion of the 
bonds. 

(4) Conversion period: the bonds may be converted at any time from 
subscription to maturity, conversion being mandatory.  

(5) Maturity: each Convertible Bond issued will mature in 12 months. 

(6) Warrants: the Convertible Bond holder will receive Warrants with the right to 
subscribe shares equivalent to 20% of the value of each of the Convertible 
Bond tranches (€4 million in total), at a price per share equivalent to:  

• First Tranche, the lesser of: 
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- €4.12 and  
- 120% of the lowest weighted average share price in the 10 stock 

exchange sessions held prior to the date of signing the contract. 

• Subsequent tranches:  
- 120% of the lowest weighted average share price in the 10 trading 

sessions held prior to the date of application for subscription of the 
remaining tranches.  

Fully diluted number of Ordinary shares: 81.5 million  
(includes the expectation of 12 million A shares to be issued following the 

announcement of the IFit acquisition) 

    Source: Substrate Ai and Checkpoint Partners 
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Active issuance of B shares in 2023 

138.8 million B shares (€0,01) have been issued in 2023 to fund acquisitions (€6.3 
million) and investor loan conversions (€1 million).  

These "B" shares, with a par value of €0.001 are non-voting shares of SAI with the 
legal regime and preferential rights set out in Article 9 bis of its Articles of Association. 

Article 9 bis reads as follows (translated from Spanish): 

ARTICLE 9. BIS - NON-VOTING SHARES The Company may issue non-
voting shares for a nominal amount not exceeding one half of the paid-up 
share capital. In this case, the non-voting shares shall form a new class, 
called "non-voting" shares.  

The holders of non-voting shares shall enjoy the rights recognized by Royal 
Legislative Decree 1/2010, approving the Consolidated Text of the Capital 
Companies Act, and shall be entitled to receive a minimum annual dividend of 
0.01 euro per non-voting share.  

Once this minimum dividend has been agreed, holders of non-voting shares 
will be entitled to the same dividend as ordinary shares. The minimum 
dividend is conditional on the existence of distributable profits, excluding 
share premium. The amount of the minimum dividend not paid in respect of a 
financial year shall not be cumulated for subsequent financial years.  

Non-voting shares shall not confer any pre-emptive subscription rights on 
their holders in connection with voting capital increases.  

Successive issues of non-voting shares shall not require the approval, by 
special meeting or separate vote, of the holders of pre-existing non-voting 
shares. Non-voting shares shall not regain this right if the company has not 
paid the minimum dividend in full for five consecutive financial years. 

For valuation purposes of this report, we are valuing the B non-voting shares 
as a kind of subordinated debt, given the €0,01 minimum dividend requirement. 
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Substrate AI: a peek into the last 3-months moves in valuation 
ratios 

The following charts show the, absolute and relative, changes in the valuation ratios 
of Substrate AI during the last 12 weeks of trading. The share price has traded 
between a high of €0.41 and a low of €0.17, hence the strong changes in both the 
absolute and relative valuation ratios. At present, the stock is trading at €0.34. 

Chart 1: Substrate AI, weekly price performance during the last 3 months 

Source: BME Growth and Checkpoint Partners 

The candle chart is a standard one, where bars reveal the first and last valuation ratio 
of the trading week and the lines show the high-low range. The orange bar means a 
decline and the blue color an increase in the valuation multiples. We omit the EV/
Ebitda and PE ratios given that Substrate AI is a loss-making company (albeit 
expected to turn into profits) and negative values make comparisons less meaningful. 
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Chart 2: EV/Revenues and EV/Revenues relative to ICT sector 

 

                                  Source: Checkpoint Partners 

During the last 3 months, Substrate AI´s EV/Revenues (12-month fwd) ratio has been 
as high as 2.3x and as low as 1.8x.  On a relative basis the stock has traded at a 
65% premium 3 months ago compared with the current 41% premium to the average 
EV/Revenues valuations of the ICT sector in BME Growth. At present, Substrate AI is 
trading at a multiple of 1.8x versus a sector average of 1.3x. 

We believe the premium to be justified on the back of the higher expected 
Turnover growth rates of Substrate AI relative to the sector in 2024, which we 
estimate to be at 17%. 
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Sum of the parts valuation 
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Checkpoint recommendation System 

The Checkpoint Recommendation System is based on absolute returns, measured by the upside 
potential (including dividends and capital reimbursement) over a 12-month time horizon. Checkpoint 
recommendations (or ratings) for each stock comprises 3 categories: Buy (B), 
Neutral (N) and Sell (S). 

Buy: the stock is expected to generate total return of over 15% during the next 12 months time horizon 
Neutral: the stock is expected to generate total return of -15% to +15% during the next 12 months time 
Sell: the stock is expected to generate total return under -15% during the next 12 months time horizon. 

History of Checkpoint recommendations (last 12 months) 

Date            Stock           Recommen.       Price (€)     Target P.(€)      Period            Analyst 
11.11.2021 LLN                  BUY               4.38       9.00               12m       Guillermo Serrano 
22.02.2022 LLN                  BUY               3.24       9.00   12m       Guillermo Serrano 
04.05.2022 LLN             BUY         4.06       9.00   12m       Guillermo Serrano 
11.08.2022 LLN             BUY               2.50       7.50   12m       Guillermo Serrano 
25.10.2022 LLN             BUY               1.84       6.00               12m       Guillermo Serrano 
23.11.2022 SAI             BUY               0.22       1.35   12m       Guillermo Serrano 
24.01.2023 SAI             BUY               0.34       1.35   12m       Guillermo Serrano 
09.03.2023 LLN             BUY          2.27       5.00   12m       Guillermo Serrano 
10.05.2023 LLN             BUY               1.64        5.00   12m       Guillermo Serrano 
05.09.2023 LLN             BUY               1.15        3.00   12m       Guillermo Serrano 

Checkpoint does and seeks to do business with companies covered in its research reports. As a 
result, investors may take the view this could affect the objectivity of the report and therefore should 
consider this report as only a single factor in making their investment decision.  

Frequency of analyst reports: at present Checkpoint has committed to a quarterly update of Substrate 
AI financial and operational performance. 

Investment horizon: our reports focus mainly on small capitalization and illiquid stocks where standard 
Venture Capital investment criteria should apply. An investment into a small market capitalization stock 
should be done on a 3-5 year time horizon in order to realized the full potential of the investment 
opportunity.   
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Disclaimer:


Checkpoint Partners (Spain) SLU [Checkpoint] is a financial advisory firm primarily specializing in the 
technology sector. Further information can be obtained from our website www.checkpointp.com or 
by writing to us at gfs@checkpointp.com.


All third party information has been checked to the best of Checkpoint's professional expertise and 
accuracy, however it has not been independently verified and Checkpoint makes no warranty, 
express or implied, as to the accuracy, reliability, timeliness or completeness of the information.


Furthermore, this report has been drawn up in accordance with the Commission's Delegated 
Regulation (EU) 2016/958 of 9 March 2016 supplementing Regulation (EU) 596/2014 of the European 
Parliament and of the Council as regards regulatory technical standards for the objective presentation 
of investment recommendations or other information recommending or suggesting an investment 
strategy and for the disclosure of particular interests or indications of conflicts of interest.


Checkpoint has no conflicts of interest in relation to the drafting of this research report within the 
meaning of Article 6. 1 of the regulations, as Checkpoint does not hold a net long or short position 
exceeding the threshold of 0.5% of the total issued share capital of the issuer mentioned in this 
report and the person preparing the report is not a market maker or liquidity provider of the issuer's 
financial instruments, has not been lead or co-manager during the twelve months preceding any 
offering of financial instruments of the issuer, is not a party to an agreement with the issuer relating to 
the provision of investment firm services set out in Sections A and B of Annex I to Directive 2014/65/
EU of the European Parliament and of the Council.


Checkpoint is remunerated for the drafting of this report by the firm under review and may be, or 
seeking to be, engaged by the companies described in this report for other types of financial 
services. The investor should take this fact into consideration and assume that Checkpoint may have 
a conflict of interest that could affect its objectivity. Accordingly, this report should be considered only 
as one element in making investment decisions.


Checkpoint does not provide advice on legal and tax matters. This should be referred to appropriate 
professionals. Past performance is not a guarantee of future returns. Investments denominated in 
foreign currencies are subject to fluctuations in exchange rates that could have an effect on investor 
returns. Investment prices may fluctuate and, therefore, you may not get back some or all of your 
original investment. Neither this report nor any accompanying documents or information may be 
reproduced in whole or in part, or used for any purpose other than that for which they are presented, 
without the prior written consent of Checkpoint.
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